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Therefore, in the spirit of what I have found hermeneutics to mean, I
have decided to look not only at several brands of hermeneutics in the
field qualitative research ... to be interchangeable with ...

Hermeneutics in Qualitative Research
Time and Body promotes the application of phenomenological
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psychopathology and embodied research to a broad spectrum of mental
disorders. In a new and practical way, it integrates the latest
research ...

Phenomenological and Psychopathological Approaches
An FIU physicist has published a book on cancer research conducted by
physicists that provides new information in the long-term battle
against the deadly disease.

New book on cancer research highlights discoveries by physicists
making its practical application difficult. In this research project
... The team then simulated this mechanism based on phenomenological
model calculations and found it potentially capable ...

Demonstration of unconventional transverse thermoelectric generation
However, before these defects can be used in practical
implementations, full understanding and, ultimately, control of their
coherent properties must be acquired. In this work, we demonstrate
coherent ...

Room temperature coherent control of spin defects in hexagonal boron
nitride
In establishing the distinctiveness of critical social sciences,
Habermas moves from a twofold division between instrumental and
practical sciences to ... Coming from the disciplines of phenomenology
...

A Ricoeur Reader: Reflection and Imagination
Fig. 2: Marginalized posterior distribution of time delays versus
magnification ratios for the gravitationally lensed γ-ray burst GRB
950830. Gravitational lensing studies of γ-ray bursts ...

Evidence for an intermediate-mass black hole from a gravitationally
lensed gamma-ray burst
“Contributions to Phenomenology,” published ... “International
Institute of Hermeneutics Series,” published by Fordham University
Press (Richard Kearney, Member of Editorial Board) “New Heidegger ...

Book Series and Journals
As Sam Shpall (2020) notes, love on the no-reasons view is akin to noninstrumental desire on procedural approaches to practical rationality.
Non-instrumental desire on these approaches is only ...
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Psychology Today
Such efficiency advantages have been previously outlined in medical
research, enabling rapid scaling ... included in this trial. It was
not practical to blind study team members to group allocation.

A randomised controlled trial to reduce highest priority critically
important antimicrobial prescription in companion animals
Be acknowledged nationally and internationally as an innovator for the
marriage of phenomenological understanding ... MTRI is a recognized
leader in the research, development, and practical ...

Michigan Tech Research Institute (MTRI)
Founded in early fall, 2013, by Professors Jeffrey Bloechl (Boston
College, philosophy) and Andrew Prevot (Boston College, theology), the
Advanced Research Seminar in Philosophy and Theology ...

Advanced Research Seminar in Philosophy and Theology
EQSIM’s ultimate goal is to remove the computational limitations that
currently prevent understanding earthquake phenomenology and practical
earthquake hazard and risk assessments.[1] Traditional ...

Exascale Computing Project’s EQSIM Team Helps Assess Infrastructure
Earthquake Risk
Be acknowledged nationally and internationally as an innovator for the
marriage of phenomenological understanding ... MTRI is a recognized
leader in the research, development, and practical ...

Centers and Institutes
less than 10 µV/K at near room temperature – making its practical
application difficult. In this research project ... The team then
simulated this mechanism based on phenomenological model ...

Demonstration of unconventional transverse thermoelectric generation
Review of When Brains Dream: Exploring The Science and Mystery of
Sleep by Antonio Zadra and Robert Stickgold. W.W. Norton & Company.
336 pp. $27.95 “We are such stuff/As dreams are made on ...

Psychology Today
The team then simulated this mechanism based on phenomenological model
... thermoelectric generation into practical use. In future studies,
we plan to research and develop effective magnetic ...
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